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Is reuse a sensible route to

consumables
cost savings?

E

ven the smallest pharmaceutical
cleanroom facility will spend tens of
thousands of dollars on cleanroom
consumables in a year, and in a large
facility the consumable spend will run into
hundreds of thousands. McIlvaine’s Cleanroom World Market report put the revenue for
cleanroom consumables at US$10.3bn
(b8.0bn) in 2011. This spend is increasing
steadily year on year.
Gloves are the single biggest consumable
purchase, closely followed by wipes. If we
consider all the areas of the cleanroom where
wipes are used, it is easy to see why they form
such a signiﬁcant part of the consumable budget.
The global spend on cleanroom wipes is
currently estimated at $776m (b600m).

Cost control
As consumables form such a signiﬁcant part of
the running costs of a phama facility it is an
area that many companies are looking at to
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As pharma facilities look to be more competitive and cut
consumables costs, the decision whether to relaunder or
go the disposable route is key – and not the simple cost
down exercise it ﬁrst appears, argues Karen Rossington*
reduce costs. However, careful consideration
needs to be given to where these consumables
cuts should be made. A reduction in
consumable quality that leads to contamination
of a ﬁnal product or reduction in yields could
end up being dramatically more costly than the
immediate savings.
So the challenge is reducing consumable
costs, while maintaining environmental
standards that maintain yield levels and do not
create ﬁnal product issues.
One example of a cost reduction strategy
that highlights the beneﬁts and risks of these
efforts is to switch from the best practice use of

disposable items to those that are reusable,
either through relaundering, resterilisation or
both. This tactic is economically and
environmentally appealing; however, as
detailed below, it is difﬁcult for a relaundering
operation to provide the same level of quality
assurance as an OEM manufacturer of wipes
or mops. Obviously, the more critical the
application, the greater the risk.

Relaundering vs disposable
Best practice for both wipes and mops in a
cleanroom environment is to use single-use
disposable products. This reduces the risk of
www.manufacturingchemist.com
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cross contamination and ensures that
contamination is physically removed from the
cleanroom environment at the end of a session.
The surface area per mop or wipe is
determined by the sampling of critical metrics
and validated if the area is sterile.
However, laundering and reuse of mops or
wipes can seem like a cost-effective alternative
to single-use disposable products. Laundering
typically involves a contract with an industrial
laundry and, if a sterile product is required, either
an autoclave process or an irradiation provider
needs to be included.
A customer may purchase or rent mops at a
negotiated rate from a commercial laundry. But
an immediate issue can result if the mops are
not barcoded with the customer’s own details:
how does the customer know whether they are
getting their own mops returned? Barcoding
will enable tracking and control through the
laundering (and potential sterilisation) process
to ensure a customer receives the same mops
through repeated processing.
As with a disposable mop or wipe, the
reusable version requires the same initial
testing and validation to ensure they meet the
application and environmental requirements.
Since disposable mops are made from new
materials to a validated process they provide a
consistent and predictable performance and
result. This result remains constant even over a
long period of time, as a new mop or wipe with
the same parameters is used every time.

With a reusable product there must be
serious concerns as to whether the product
continues to perform as speciﬁed over the
period of relaundering. With laundered
reusable mops, unless the customer’s operation
is large enough to ﬁll a washer with enough of
its own mops, the mops from multiple
customers are processed together.
While the laundry makes every attempt to
sort mops into wash loads by application,
customers’ cleaning solutions, or by industry,
there is no way for the laundry to fully know or
control the conditions and contaminants to
which mops from various customers have been
exposed. For non-sterile mops, they may even
be processed in a less-controlled industrial
laundry process rather than a cleanroom
laundry process, resulting in a wider range of
potential cross contamination sources.

Additional validation work
This becomes even more critical for sterile
products where the irradiation parameters are
also set and validated for virgin materials.
Repeated use of gamma irradiation, for
instance, has the ability to render materials
brittle and thereby accelerate aging. The use of
virgin materials that are less likely to have
been exposed to unknown or potentially
variable conditions and contaminants
simpliﬁes the validation process.
In the case of laundered reusable mops or
wipes, validation would be required that the

performance and quality of the product is not
changing over time due to the inevitable
degradation of the reused fabric. During the
evaluation of reusable products, it is necessary
to project the performance and quality over
time to estimate the life cycle and related costs
of the product.
Because conditions (surfaces, solutions,
protocols, frequency, etc.) for each customer
are different, these projections cannot be any
more than “guesstimates” of actual product
performance and life. As a result, the actual
quality,
contamination
proﬁle,
and
performance of reusable products will deviate
over time from what was initially evaluated
and predicted. Such deviation can certainly
result in unintended and potentially
unacceptable risk to the customer’s environment and processes.
Understanding the real risk of using reusable
products can be accomplished only through
repeated periodic revalidation. So the decision
as to whether to use disposable versus
laundered may not be as simple a cost down
exercise as originally thought. mc
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Lightweight with amazing power!
The VertiKlean MAX Wall and Floor Mop
s Ultra-lightweight, this ﬂat mop is especially suitable for walls,
ﬂoors and ceilings
s Reduces operator fatigue and promotes best practice
s Features a single layer of hydrophilic foam for unmatched
absorbency
s Knitted polyester laminated to clean PU foam provides a smooth
and uniform application of disinfectant
To make your cleaning regime more effective and efﬁcient, ﬁnd out more
about the VertiKlean MAX Wall and Floor Mop by visiting:

www.contecinc.com
or by calling 0845 652 2582
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